The goal of the present study was to see whether one neuron is involved exclusively in one type of memory or in different types of memory. Single-unit activity was recorded from rat hippocampal CAl, CA3, dentate gyrus, and auditory cortex (AC) during performances of auditory working memory (WM) and reference memory (RM) tasks. Both the memory tasks employed identical apparatus and stimuli and differed only in the type of memory required for correct performance.
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The goal of the present study was to see whether one neuron is involved exclusively in one type of memory or in different types of memory. Single-unit activity was recorded from rat hippocampal CAl, CA3, dentate gyrus, and auditory cortex (AC) during performances of auditory working memory (WM) and reference memory (RM) tasks. Both the memory tasks employed identical apparatus and stimuli and differed only in the type of memory required for correct performance.
Around 10% and 43% of the units from the four brain regions showed sensory correlates (differences in activity due to the type of sensory stimulus) only in the WM or RM task, respectively.
Only the AC had units showing different kinds of sensory correlates between the WM and RM tasks. About 30% of the units from the four regions had sensoryretention correlates (sustained differential activity during the delay) only in the RM task, whereas the AC had units with sensory-retention correlates only in the WM task or in both the WM and RM tasks. Approximately 35% of the units from the hippocampal regions showed motor correlates (increments of activity immediately prior to responses) only in the WM task. Another 30% of the hippocampal units showed such correlates both in the WM and RM tasks. About 22% of the hippocampal CA1 and CA3 units showed comparisonmotor correlates (increases of activity prior to correct responses) only in the WM task.
These results indicate that some neurons are involved solely in WM or RM, whereas other neurons are involved in both WM and RM. The results also suggest that more neurons are involved in sensory and retention processing for RM than for WM, and that the AC alone has flexible neurons involved in the processes for both types of memory. More hippocampal neurons are involved in the motor and comparison processes for WM than for RM. [Key words: working memory, reference memory, auditory cortex, hippocampus, single neuron, cell assembly, rat]
Memory is classified into several types, each of which is thought to have a different subsystem in the brain (e.g., Squire, 1987) . With regard to the neuronal mechanisms underlying the various types of memory, one of the principal questions is whether each individual neuron is exclusively involved in one type of memory or more generally involved in several different types of memory. The former view regards the neuron as a processor dedicated to a given type of memory. This point of view is based on the single neuron doctrine (Barlow, 1972) which holds that behavioral functions are uniquely and consistently encoded in the activity of individual neurons. The latter view is based on the theory of the "cell assembly" (Hebb, 1949) which is a set of coactive neurons that is involved in several types of memory. Neurons comprising cell assemblies are thought to be considerably overlapped, in the sense that a typical neuron belongs to many assemblies (Palm, 1982) . Therefore, any single neuron underlies several different types of memory. The present study aimed to determine which of these views is correct.
The two different types of memory employed in the present study are working memory (WM) and reference memory (RM). WM associates an event with its temporal/personal context, whereas RM processes information independently of its temporal/personal context (Honig, 1978; Olton, 1986) . This WM/ RM distinction is similar if not identical to the episodic/semantic distinction frequently made in relation to human memory (Tulving, 1972) . Both of these types of memory are considered to be higher cognitive forms of memory. This study also used auditory cues as to-be-remembered stimuli, because rats have good ability to discriminate and remember them (e.g., D'Amato and Salmon, 1982) .
Regions in the brain from which neuronal activity was recorded are auditory cortex (AC) and hippocampal CA 1, CA3, and dentate gyrus (DG). The AC is a neocortical region in which auditory short-term or long-term memory is thought to be stored (Squire, 1987) . Several experiments recording neuronal activity from the AC have shown that AC neurons play a role in the discrimination and retention of auditory stimuli for WM (Gottlieb et al., 1989; Sakurai, 1990b) and for RM (Vaadia et al., 1982) . Weinberger and co-workers have shown the dynamic plasticity of AC neurons in relation to associative learning (e.g., Weinberger et al., 1990) . Few experiments, however, have compared functions of AC neurons between WM and RM situations.
The hippocampus has of course long been regarded as one of the most crucial structures for memory (e.g., Squire, 1987; ChanPalay and Kohler,, 1989) . Experiments using brain lesions (e.g., Olton and Papas, 1979; Morris et al., 1986) or neuronal recording (Wible et al., 1986 ) have compared the functions of the hippocampus between WM and RM situations. In all of those studies, however, the to-be-remembered stimuli, the tested animals and/or tested neurons were not identical between the WM and RM tasks.
The present experiment employed an experimental technique to compare directly the neuronal activity of identical neurons between the WM and RM situations, in which the apparatus, stimuli, and time parameters were identical and only the types of memory required differed (Sakurai, 1992a) . The task for WM is an auditory version (Sakurai, 1987) of continuous nonmatching-to-sample (Pontecorvo, 1983) . The rat makes go and no-go responses to indicate whether the presented tone is the same as (match) or different from (nonmatch) the tone on the immediately preceding trial. Remembering the stimulus with its temporal context is necessary. The task for RM is a continuous discrimination. The rat makes go responses on high-tone trials and no-go responses on low-tone trials throughout a session. The temporal context of the to-be-remembered stimulus is not necessary. By alternating the training in these tasks, the rat comes to perform well in both tasks in 1 d (Sakurai, 1992a) . The rat can know which task is employed in a given session only from its own response-reward contingency in early trials of each session. The tasks differ from one another only in the types of memory required, so any differences in neuronal activity between the tasks should be due to differences in the type of memory being utilized. Both of the memory tasks are composed of discrete components, each of which involves a different psychological process. Consequently, the stimulus and behavioral correlates of unit activity can indicate the task components that are responsible for activation of the units (Sakurai, 1990a,b) . Of particular interest are the following five topics, each of which constitutes a separate category of task-related unit activity. A sensory correlate is activity differentially related to an external stimulus relevant for correct responses. Units that encode information about the discriminative stimulus should have sensory correlates. A sensory-retention correlate is sustained activity during the delay immediately following a particular discriminative stimulus. Units that encode information about the discriminative stimulus and also retain that information even when the stimulus is removed should have sensory-retention correlates. A motor correlate is activity associated with a behavioral response. Units that influence responding should have motor correlates. A comparison-motor correlate is activity associated with specifically correct behavioral responses. Units that compare information from the memory with the stimulus on the current trial in order to carry out correct responses should have comparison-motor correlates. A multiple correlate is activity associated with the presence of the two kinds of task variables, the sensory-related (sensory and sensory-retention correlates) and the motor-related (motor and comparison-motor correlates) ones. Units with multiple correlates are involved in the conjunction of sensory and motor dimensions of the memory tasks.
Preliminary data using this paradigm have been reported elsewhere (Sakurai, 1992b ).
Materials and Methods
Subjects
A total ofnineteen 5-month-old male albino rats (Sankyo Labs, Toyama, Japan) were used. The rats were individually housed, with a 12:12 hr light/dark cycle. Cage dimensions were 25 x 15 x 20 cm. Lights were on from 9:00 A.M. to 9:00 P.M. All behavioral training and recording was conducted during the light phase of the cycle. All rats were fed enough lab chow l-3 hr after their daily training or recording session to maintain them at 90% of their ad libitum weight. Water was available continuously. 
Apparatus
Behavioral training took place in an operant chamber, 23 x 11 x 35 cm (Sakurai, 1987) . One wall of the chamber had a translucent response panel, 4 x 7 cm, 3 cm above the floor. The panel could be illuminated by an 8 V, direct-current bulb and could be covered by a guillotine door. A buzzer was located behind the panel, and a loudspeaker, 15 cm in diameter, was set 30 cm above the top of the chamber. A food dispenser delivered a 45 mg food pellet to a magazine that was located 1.5 cm above the floor and 1 cm from the comer of the right wall. The chamber was enclosed in a soundproof box (Japan Shield Enclosure, Osaka, Japan). All events were controlled and the behavioral and neuronal data recorded by personal computers (NEC, Tokyo, Japan).
Behavioral training
A description of the training procedure and some behavioral data have been given elsewhere (Sakurai, 1992a) . At the start of each trial, one of two tones was presented and continued for 15 sec. One second after tone onset, the guillotine door opened to make the illuminated response panel available for 3 sec. Pressing the panel during the 3 set period was a go response and not pressing it for the 3 set was a no-go response. A variable number of high-tone (10 kHz, 85 dB SPL above a reference of 20 wNlm2) trials alternated with a variable number of low-tone (2 kHz. 85 dB) trials. The delay period (intertrial interval) between trials was 5 sec. A training session consisted of 150 trials. Each session had 75 hightone trials and 75 low-tone trials. There were 50 nonmatch trials, in each ofwhich a stimulus different from the preceding trial was presented, and 100 match trials, in each of which a stimulus identical to that of the preceding trial was presented. A median of three match trials occurred between successive nonmatch trials (range = l-5).
WM task. The WM task is an auditory continuous nonmatching-tosample. The rat was required to make go responses on nonmatch trials and no-go responses on match trials. A go response on a nonmatch trial turned the panel light off and delivered a food pellet immediately after the response. A nonmatch trial was always followed by a match trial (NM+ 1 trial), from which data were not obtained (Sakurai, 1990a,b) . A go response on a match trial turned the panel light off, produced a 0.5 set buzzer noise, and was followed by two further match trials (correction trials) on which no-go responses were required. Data were not obtained from the correction trials. The rat had to remember, during the delay, which stimulus had been presented most recently. In other words, remembering a stimulus with its temporal context was necessary.
RA4 tusk. The RM task is a continuous discrimination. The rat was required to make go responses on high-tone trials and no-go responses on low-tone trials. A go response on a high-tone trial turned the panel light off and delivered a food pellet immediately after the response. A go response on a low-tone trial turned the panel light off, produced a 0.5 set buzzer noise, and was followed by two further match trials (correction trials) on which no-go responses were required. Data were not obtained from the correction trials. In this RM task, the rat had to remember a single rule, that is, to make go responses on the high-tone trials, throughout a session. The temporal context of the to-be-remembered stimulus was therefore irrelevant. The sequence of stimuli except correction and NM+ 1 trials, from which data were not obtained, was the same as in the WM task. It was also the same as in the WM task where only correct go trials delivered the food reward. Figure 1 illustrates the sequence of events in a trial and an example of a sequence of such trials. The criterion for training was 80% correct trials in a session. Successful performance in one task did not imply successful performance in the other task. First the rats were trained to the criterion in the WM task, then trained to the criterion in the RM task, then trained in the WM task again, and so forth. The training was continued over a period of about 30 d until the rats came to perform well in both the WM and the RM tasks in 1 d.
Construction and implantation of electrodes
Single-unit recording was carried out using a differential recording technique (Sasaki et al., 1983) to eliminate rat's chewing and movement artifacts. Each electrode consisted of a closely spaced pair of Formvarinsulated, 25 pm, nichrome wires (A-M Systems, Everette, WA), dipped into Epoxylite insulating compound (Epoxylite, Irvine, CA). Surface tension held the two ends together while the Epoxylite was oven-cured. The two parallel wires were cut at right angles with sharp surgical scissors resulting in two conductors with a center-to-center spacing of about 40 pm. The pair of wires was mounted in a 30 gauge stainless cannula (Small Parts, Miami, FL) with about 1.5 mm of tip protruding. The tip impedance was l-2 MO (at 1 kHz). Five cannulas with electrodes were attached in a row, with a center-to-center spacing between the cannulas of about 200 pm. The row of cannulas was mounted on a microdrive assembly designed to allow fine movements of the electrodes during chronic recording.
After completion of the behavioral training, the rat was anesthetized with sodium pentobarbital (40 mg/kg), and the microdrive with cannulas for single-unit recording was chronically implanted over the AC or the hippocampal subfields. The stereotaxic coordinates for each region were the following: AC, 4.5 mm posterior from bregma and 7.0 mm lateral from the midline; CA1 and DG, 4.0 mm posterior from bregma and 2.5 mm lateral from the midline; CA1 and CA3, 4.0 mm posterior from bregma and 3.2 mm lateral from the midline. After puncturing the exposed dura matter, the electrode tips were implanted to a depth of about 500 pm into the cortex. The craniotomy was filled with Dow Coming silicone to a level just above the exit of the electrode from the cannula. After coating the supports of the microdrive and cannulas with a thin film of Dow Coming silicone, the entire assembly was embedded in dental cement.
Unit recording and analysis
Six days after the surgery, the implanted electrodes were lowered into the brain using the microdrive to detect unit activity. An electrode pair was led to a field-effect transistor (FET) module mounted on the head. The FET module consisted of five FETs (Toshiba, Tokyo, Japan) to which the five electrode pairs were led. Single units from five electrode pairs could therefore be recorded simultaneously. About two to four units were usually recorded at one recording time. Their outputs were further amplified and then fed into time-amplitude window discriminators (BAK Electronics, Germantown, MD) to change the unit activity into a discrete TTL rectangular pulse. A TTL I/O board in the computer system counted the TTL pulses. The activity of a unit was recorded as a single unit if it had a peak amplitude more than 2.0 times greater than noise, and the amplitude, duration (spike width), and waveform were confirmed to be constant by visual examination on a storage oscilloscope. This method of differential recording has been shown to yield stable single unit activity (Sasaki et al., 1983; McNaughton et al., 1989 ). In the cases in which one electrode had multiple units, single units were identified and recorded by means of separation with the time-amplitude window discriminator.
Recording during the performance of the tasks. When unit activity was detected, the rat was returned to its home cage. When the unit activity was still present on the next day, around 15 hr after the detection of the unit, it was judged to be stable for several hours of recording. The rat was then retrained in the WM and RM tasks in that order and single units were recorded during the task performances. A recording session consisted of 120 or 150 trials, which lasted about 1 hr, and the interval between the WM and the RM tasks was around 1.5 hr. Consequently, a recording period for the unit activity was about 3.5-4.5 hr, during which changes in the recording quality were unlikely to occur. Recorded unit activity was stored in a computer memory and histograms of firing rate were tabulated. Because it is usually difficult to predict a type (normal or non-normal) of distribution of neuronal firing rates and populations of task-related units, distribution-free nonparametric statistics (U test and x2 test; Siegel, 1956) were used to analyze the unit activities statistically to define task-related activities.
Recording spontaneous and stimulus-elicited activity not during the memory tasks. After recording unit activity during the performance of UNIT 20-2Wl Cell 2
the tasks, the response panel was covered with a board and spontaneous activity of the unit was recorded for 1 min when the rat was alert but quiet. Recording was also carried out during the presentation of 20 auditory tones with different frequencies (l-20 kHz) for 1 set each in randbm order. Tones of each frequency were presented 20 times with an intertone interval of 1 sec. Stimulus-elicited activation of units for each frequency of tone was detected by a statistical comparison (U test) between spontaneous activity and activation during the auditory stimulation.
Histology
After the experiment, each rat was deeply anesthetized with an overdose of sodium pentobarbital(120 mg/kg), and perfused with 10% buffered OUT OF TASK Figure 3 . Firing rate histograms (left) and bar graphs for statistical analysis (right) from an AC unit during the performance of WM (top) and RM (bottom) tasks. The histogram represents firing rates during sample tone (5 set), delay (5 set), and test tone (1 set). Eight types of histograms were obtained from each unit. Each type oftrial is identified with an abbreviation that indicates, in order, the tone on the previous and the presented trials (H, high; L, low) and the response conducted next (G, go; NG, no-go). Because the rats rarely made some types of errors (e.g., no-go responses on nonmatch trials in the WM task and no-go responses on high-tone trials in the RM task), histograms from those small numbers of trials are not shown. Histograms from the types of trials, in which fewer than five trials were collected, are also not presented. Binwidth is 100 msec; N = number of trials collected. Bar graphs on the right represent median firing rates during sample tone, delay, and test tone of the same unit presented in the histograms. H, high tone was simultaneously presented (SAMPLE TONE and TEST TONE) or was presented immediately before (DELAY); L, low tone was simultaneously presented (SAMPLE TONE and TEST TONE) or was presented immediately before (DELAY); G, go response was made during the trial; NC, no-go response was made during the trial; CC, correct go response was made during the trial; GE, erroneous go response was made during the trial. The trials analyzed are those on which the rat made correct responses, except the trials of GE. Note that the comparison during the test tone between high and low tones and that between go and no-go responses in the RM task are identical, because the correct go and no-go responses are conducted on the high-tone and low-tone presented trials, respectively. *, a statistically significant difference (U test) between the pair ofbar graphs. The bottom right part (OUT OF TASK) of this figure shows median spontaneous (span.) and stimulus-elicited (l-20 kHz) firing rates of the unit at a time when there was no memory task. 0, a frequency of the tone used in the memory tasks. *, a statistically significant difference (U test) between the spontaneous and stimulus-elicited firing rates.
formalin solution. The brain was frozen, sectioned at 50 Hrn intervals, and stained with cresyl violet. The locations of electrode tips and tracks in the brain were identified with the aid of a stereotaxic atlas (Paxinos and Watson, 1986) . Figure 2 shows the anatomical locations of the tips of the cannulas with electrodes. The total number of recorded units was 172, of which 54 were from AC, 41 were from CAI, 34 were from CA3, and 43 were from DG. The units from CA1 and Sakurai -Involvement of Neurons i n Working and Reference Memory UNIT 9-2Wl Cell 2
Results
Record samples
Figure 4. Firing rate histograms and bar graphs from an AC unit showing a sensory correlate only in the RM task. All parameters and symbols are as in Figure 3 .
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REFERENCE MEMORY CA3 were judged to be complex spike cells, because their spontaneous firing rates were low (0.14 Hz) and their spike durations were long (more than 0.5 msec) (Christian and Deadwyler, 1986; Foster et al., 1987) ; 0 cells were not included.
Perievent jiring rate histograms
Unit activity was analyzed in three temporal periods of the task: sample tone, delay, and test tone (Sakurai, 1990a,b) . The sample tone was the last 5 set of the tone in a trial, the test tone was the first 1 set of the tone during the next trial (the period immediately prior to raising the door), and delay was the period 0.0 0.3 0. 5 0. 8
WKDIAN SPIKKS / SKC
OUT OF TASK between the sample tone and the test tone. Unit activity after raising the door was not analyzed. During these three temporal periods, the activity of each unit was classified by the type of tone (high or low) and the type of subsequent response (go or no-go). Eight types of perievent firing rate histograms based on this classification system could be obtained from each unit. Because the present memory tasks consisted of the continuous alternation between trial and delay periods, there were no baseline periods (i.e., intertrial intervals) that could be compared with the periods of trial and delay. Therefore, the data were statistically analyzed not by sequential comparison ofpre-(base- Inn kin between periods when high tone and low tone were presented during the sample tone and the test tone, or presented immediately before the delay. The bar graphs also compare the firing rates during the test tone immediately before the rat made go or no-go responses and correct go or erroneous go responses.
Sensory correlates of unit activity
The AC unit in Figure 3 showed different activation during high and low tones during the sample and test tone periods both in the WM and RM tasks. Therefore, the activity of this unit correlated with the type of stimulus. The correlate observed in the histograms was confirmed statistically in the bar graphs in the right side of Figure 3 by a nonparametric U test (Siegel, 1956) . The bottom right part of Figure 3 shows data from the recording of spontaneous and stimulus-elicited activation out of the tasks (see Unit recording and analysis in Materials and Methods). The unit showed stimulus-elicited activation that differed between high and low tones during the memory tasks. Therefore, the differential activity of this unit during the memory tasks is thought to reflect not simple sensory but task-related mnemonic functions. This type of unit had what is referred to as a sensory correlate both in the WM and RM situations, and played a role in sensory discrimination for both WM and RM.
Units that showed similar differential stimulus-elicited activation out of the tasks were not included in the analysis of the units with sensory correlates. Some units had sensory correlates only in one of the memory tasks. Figure 4 shows an example of units from AC, which had a sensory correlate only in the RM task. That is, the activity of this unit during the sample tone was different between high and low tones in the RM task. This unit played a role in sensory discrimination only for RM. Activity during the test tone in the RM task might reflect not only sensory but also motor functions, because go responses are conducted on high-tone presented trials. Therefore, the sensory correlate in the RM task is classified by its differential activity during the sample tone.
Some units had sensory correlates that were different between the WM and RM tasks. The unit from AC shown in Figure 5 had sensory correlates in both WM and RM tasks, and the types of differential activation were different between the tasks. That is, in the WM task, the activity of this unit during the low-tone sample and the test tones was greater than that during the hightones ones. In the RM task, the activity during the high-tone sample and test tones was greater than that during the low-tones ones. This unit had a flexible role in sensory discrimination for both WM and RM.
The locations of the units with sensory correlates were almost randomly distributed in each of the four regions. Concerning the AC, the distribution of units with sensory correlates was not related to the functional anatomy or known subdivisions in AC (e.g., Sally and Kelly, 1988) . Figure 6 shows the proportions of the units with sensory correlates in each of the four regions. The correlates were classified into four types: sensory correlates only in the WM task, only in the RM task (e.g., Fig. 4 ) in both the WM and the RM tasks in different fashions (e.g., Fig. 5 ), and in both WM and RM tasks in the same fashion (e.g., Fig. 3) .
Proportions of units with sensory correlates
All of the regions had units with sensory correlates only in the WM or the RM task, and there were no statistical differences among the regions. The RM task had many more units (around 40%) with sensory correlates than the WM task (around 10%) (between the correlate types: x2( 1) = 11.46, p < 0.001). The AC alone had units with different sensory correlates for the WM and the RM tasks (among the regions: x2(3) = 15.86, p < 0.005). The AC alone also had many units with the same and common sensory correlates in both the WM and the RM tasks (among the regions: x2(3) = 56.16, p < 0.001). Concerning the proportion of units with high-and low-tone preferred activation, there was no systematic difference between the tasks.
Sensory-retention correlates of unit activity Some of the units with sensory correlates showed sustained differential activity during the delay periods for retention immediately after presentation of the sample stimulus. This sustained activity is referred to as a sensory-retention correlate. The differential activity in the RM task in Figure 5 shows an example of this correlate. The unit from AC in Figure 7 had sensory-retention correlates both in the WM and in the RM tasks. That is, the activity of this unit during the sample tone, delay, and test tone was different between high and low tones in the WM and RM tasks. In order to make sure that the differential activity was sustained throughout the delay period, the activity of each unit with a sensory-retention correlate was compared again during the first and the second halves of the delay period (see the bottom right bar graphs of the upper and lower portions of Fig. 7) . Units that showed differential activity during both periods were judged to be units with sensory-retention correlates (Sakurai, 1990b) . The unit in Figure 7 is thought to be involved in sensory discrimination and retention for both WM and RM.
The unit from CA3 in Figure 8 had a sensory-retention correlate only in the RM task. That is, the activity of this unit during the sample tone, delay, and test tone was different between high and low tones in the RM task. This unit was related to sensory discrimination and retention only for RM. Figure 9 shows the proportions of units with sensory-retention correlates in each of the regions. Note that the units with sensory correlates in Figure 6 included the units with sensory-retention correlates in Figure 9 . The sensory-retention correlates were classified into four types in the same manner as in Figure 6 .
Proportions of units with sensory-retention correlates
The AC alone had some units with sensory-retention correlates only in the WM task (among the regions: x2(3) = 9.25, p < 0.05). Many more units had sensory-retention correlates only in the RM task (e.g., Fig. 8 ) than had sensory-retention correlates UNIT 16-5Wl Cell 1
in the WM and'in the RM tasks (e.g., Fig. 7 ) (among the regions: x2(3) = 15.47, p < 0.05). The AC played a role in sensory discrimination and retention for both WM and RM. 
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sponses had motor correlates. Figure 10 shows a unit from CA 1 with motor correlates. The activity during the test tone increased prior to go responses both in the WM and in the RM tasks.
Therefore, it is concluded that this unit played a role in motor control for both WM and RM.
The unit from CA3 in Figure 11 had a motor correlate only in the WM task. The activity of this unit during the test tone was different between go and no-go responses in the WM task. This unit was involved in motor control only for WM.
Proportions of units with motor correlates
The proportions of units with motor correlates in each region are shown in Figure 12 . The motor correlates were classified into four types in the same manner as in Figures 6 and 9 . A different motor correlate would mean a unit that showed an increment of activity prior to go responses in one of the memory tasks and prior to no-go responses in the other memory task, but no units with such different motor correlates were found. The motor correlates of the units in Figure 12 were increments of activity prior to go responses.
The hippocampal CA 1, CA3, and DG had more units with motor correlates only in the WM task (e.g., Fig. 11 ) (among the regions: x2(3) = 12.99, p < 0.005) and both in the WM and in the RM tasks (e.g., Fig. 10 ) (among the regions: x2(3) = 9.52, p < 0.025) than the AC had. Proportions of the units with motor correlates only in the RM task were smaller than those only in the WM task and those both in the WM and in the RM tasks (among the correlate types: x2(2) = 6.08, p < 0.05). Therefore, some of the units in the hippocampal CAl, CA3, and DG had a role for motor control only for WM. Also some of the units in the hippocampal regions had a role in motor control for both WM and RM.
Comparison-motor correlates of unit activity Though the rats rarely made erroneous no-go responses, the go responses could be divided into correct and erroneous responses. Consequently, the activity of each unit with a motor correlate was also compared during the test tone prior to correct go responses and prior to erroneous go responses. A unit for which this analysis showed differential activity is referred to as having a comparison-motor correlate, because the correct and erroneous trials had the same stimuli and responses and differed only in the correctness of the comparison of the current stimulus and the retained memory (Sakurai, 1990a) .
The unit from CA3 in Figure 13 had a comparison-motor correlate only in the WM situation. The activity during the test tone increased only prior to the correct go responses. This unit was involved in the comparison process of the presented stimulus and the sustained WM and in the motor control needed to emit the correct response. Figure 14 presents the proportions of the units with comparisonmotor correlates in each region. The correlates were classified into the same four types, but there were no units with different or same comparison-motor correlates between the memory tasks. The hippocampal CA1 and CA3 had more units with the correlates only in the WM task (e.g., Fig. 13 ) than the DG and the AC (among the regions: x*(3) = 18.52, p < 0.001). The proportions were larger (almost significantly) than those of the units with the correlates only in the RM task (between the correlate types: x2( 1) = 3.79, p < 0.1). Therefore, it is concluded that the units from the hippocampal CA1 and CA3 were more involved in comparison and motor processes only for WM.
Proportions of units with comparison-motor correlates
Multiple correlates of unit activity The sensory and sensory-retention correlates reflect sensoryrelated functions of the unit, whereas the motor and comparison-motor correlates reflect motor-related functions. Some units had both sensory-related and motor-related correlates in a memory task. Those are referred to as multiple correlates, because they indicate multiple functions for both sensory or sensoryretention processes and motor or comparison-motor processes. Figure 15 shows a unit from CA3 with multiple, sensory-retention and comparison-motor correlates only in the RM task. That q CA1 (41) sensory-retention correlates iii3 1::; 0 AC (54) WM (only) RM WMaRM bid (different) w(!eiey Figure 9 . Proportions of the units with sensory-retention correlates in the four regions. All parameters and symbols are as in Figure 6 .
is, the activity of this unit during the sample tone and delay was different between high and low tones in the RM task. Also, the activity during the test tone was different between correct go and erroneous go responses in the RM task. This unit had multiple functions, sensory discrimination, retention, comparison of the auditory stimulus and the retained memory, and motor control only for RM. Figure 16 presents the proportions of the units with multiple correlates in each region. The correlates were classified into the same four types, but there was no unit with the same multiple correlates in both of the memory tasks. All of the regions had more units with multiple correlates only in the RM task (e.g., Fig. 15 ) than only in the WM task (between the correlate types: x2(1) = 4.84, p < 0.05). Therefore, more units from all of the regions had multiple sensory and motor functions for RM than for WM. The AC alone had units with different multiple correlates between the tasks (among the regions: x2(3) = 16.26, p < 0.05). Therefore, it can be said that the AC contained more flexible units for multiple sensory and motor functions for both WM and RM. Table 1 summarizes the proportions of units showing sensory, sensory-retention, motor, comparison-motor, and multiple correlates.
Proportions of units with multiple correlates
Proportions of units responsive to tones not during the tasks Figure 17 summarizes the proportions of units that showed significantly large or small responses (compared with their spontaneous activities) to the tones (l-20 kHz) presented at a time not during the memory tasks. The total proportions exceed 100% in each of the regions because some of the units responded to several frequencies of tone. There is no significant difference among the regions or among the frequencies in each of the regions. This indicates that there is no best or better frequencies for the recorded units and that the tones (2 kHz and 10 kHz) employed in the memory tasks had no specific property for the units not during the memory tasks. There also is no systematic relationship between the tuning properties of the units not during the tasks and their activity correlates during the tasks. UNIT l-4Wl Cell 1 
Discussion
Information processing by a single neuron and by groups of neurons The proportions of the units with sensory, sensory-retention, motor, and comparison-motor correlates showed that there were some neurons underlying only one type of memory, WM or RM. This result suggests that a neuron is involved in sensory discrimination, retention, motor control, and/or comparison for only one type of memory. On the other hand, the proportions of the units with sensory, sensory-retention, and motor correlates also showed that there were some neurons that were related to both WM and RM in different or similar ways. This suggests that a neuron is involved in sensory discrimination, retention, and/or motor control for both types of memory.
Both the single neuron doctrine (Barlow, 1972) and the theory of cell assembly (Hebb, 1949) find some support in the above results, The finding that some neurons are involved in only one type of memory is consistent with the single neuron doctrine, regarding the neuron as the basic processor for only one type of memory. In a strict sense, however, the present study alone does not support the single neuron doctrine, because only two Figure   12 . Proportions of the units with motor correlates in the four regions. All parameters and symbols are as in Figure 6 . types of memory, WM and RM, were employed and compared. Other types of memory, for example, some form of nondeclarative memory, should also be tested. Moreover, some recent studies have shown that the activity of individual neurons is not uniquely correlated with behavioral functions, but are flexible across different behavioral contexts (E. Montgomery et al., 1992) .
The finding that some neurons are involved in both types of memory suggests that each neuron is just one of many neurons comprising cell assemblies for more than one type of memory. The neurons that participate in one cell assembly are thought to overlap considerably with other cell assemblies, implying that the average single neuron belongs to many assemblies (Palm, 1982) . Therefore, any given neuron should underlie different types of memory. Other recent studies have shown correlated activity and flexible interactions between neurons that were recorded from monkeys performing memory tasks (E. . Those interactions among neurons support the existence of cell assemblies for information processing of the memory. If cell assemblies are thought to be large or small groups of neurons with flexible functional interactions among them (Palm, 1990) , there could be "neural codes" for memory, which are realized in interacted neuronal networks (Abeles, 1988; Gerstein et al., 1989) .
The present results also showed that there are units with multiple correlates that underlie both sensory-related (sensory discrimination and retention) and motor-related (comparison and motor control) functions in a memory situation. This result supports the cell assembly theory, but not the single neuron doctrine which predicts that a behavioral function is uniquely encoded by individual neurons. The cell assembly theory expects a neuron to be a member of several assemblies, each of which has different functions in memory. A recent study (Montgomery et al., 1992) has also shown that some units from the motor cortex have correlates with several behavioral events within a single behavioral task; those findings suggest the representation of behavioral functions by groups of neurons.
Functional dissociation of working and reference memory In the results from the units with sensory, sensory-retention, and multiple correlates, the proportions of the units with those correlates only in the RM task were larger than those only in TLn! fl Figure 14 . Proportions of the units with comparison-motor correlates in the four regions. All parameters and symbols are as in Figure 6 .
the WM task. This suggests that more neurons are related to sensory discrimination, retention, and sensory-motor interactions for RM than for WM. By definition, WM is temporally changing and must be frequently set and reset, whereas RM is long-term and temporally constant, thus allowing for associations with other information stored in long-term RM (e.g., Olton, 1987) . It could therefore be expected that more neurons would be involved in RM to make it temporally stable and extensive enough for associative functions. This could be the reason why brain lesions, especially to hippocampal regions, sometimes disrupt RM less severely than WM (e.g., Olton and Feustle, 198 1) . The large number of units with sensory-retention correlates only in the RM task is difficult to understand, because the RM task does not require the rat to remember the sample tone during the delay period. One possible interpretation is that the sensoryretention correlates in the RM task might reflect a lasting activation of RM for the differential significance between the tones throughout the task, which consists of continuity of the tone and delay periods. Any nonmemory or general processes, for example, attention or motivation, cannot explain the differential activity of the units with sensory-retention correlates.
Unique functions of the auditory cortex
The units with sensory correlates showed that the AC alone had units with the same sensory correlates both in the WM and in the RM tasks. Those AC units did not include units that showed, after the tasks, differential stimulus-elicited activation similar to the sensory correlates they had during the memory tasks. Therefore, the same and common sensory correlates of the AC units reflect not simple sensory functions, but task-related mnemonic functions and sensory discrimination for both WM and RM. The AC alone also had units with different sensory correlates between the WM and the RM tasks. This surely represents not only general but also flexible functions of the AC neurons for sensory discrimination for both WM and RM.
The distribution of locations of the units with sensory correlates in the AC was not related to the known functional anatomy of AC (e.g., Sally and Kelly, 1988) . This suggests that intrinsic properties of AC neurons shown in the strictly controlled anesthetized rat, narrowly tuned to frequencies of tones and more largely responsive to higher tones (1 O-40 kHz) (Sally and Kelly, 1988) , did not affect the sensory correlates of the AC units during freely moving performance of the tasks in this study. The training of the memory tasks for an extended period (more than 1 month) might induce learning-related plasticity in the neurons (Weinberger and Diamond, 1987, 1988; Weinberger et al., 1990) in broad areas of the AC. Those neurons are thought to become responsive to the tones used in the memory tasks during performance ofthe tasks. These responses are surely taskperformance dependent, because the neurons showed no specific responses to the tones at times when there was no memory task. A recent study showing receptive field plasticity in the AC during frequency discrimination training (Edeline and Weinberger, 1993 ) also indicates the flexibility of AC neurons for learned task performance.
The results from the units with sensory-retention correlates showed that the AC alone had units with sensory-retention correlates only in the WM task and it also had units with the same sensory-retention correlates in both of the memory tasks. This suggests that only the neurons in AC, not in the hippocampal regions, are again generally involved in sensory discrimination and retention for both of the different types of memory. Though a previous study (Sakurai, 1990b) has shown that neurons in AC are involved in sensory discrimination and retention for WM, the present study indicates that AC neurons are involved in those processes not only for WM but also for RM. These functions of AC could be predicted from learning-induced changes of activity of AC neurons (Edeline et al., 1990 ) and learning-induced plasticity of receptive fields in AC (Weinberger et al., 1990; Edeline and Weinberger, 1993) . Especially with regard to retention by AC neurons, the posttone facilitation of activity of AC units during the sequential presentation of tones (McKenna et al., 1989) might be related to a mechanism underlying the retention. An ablation study using monkeys (Colombo et al., 1990) showed severe impairment of auditory, but not visual, WM after lesions of the AC. It is therefore likely that AC is the most critical region that underlies the discrimination and retention of auditory stimuli both in WM and RM situations.
The results obtained from the units with multiple correlates show that the AC alone had units with different multiple correlates between the memory tasks. This suggests that the AC neurons are again highly comprehensive and flexible for multiple sensory and motor interactions for both WM and RM. Some previous studies (Vaadia et al., 1982; Weinberger and Diamond, 1987) support the idea that AC neurons are involved in sensory-motor interactions for memory.
Unique functions of the hippocampal regions
The results from the units with sensory and sensory-retention correlates showed that hippocampal neurons were related to sensory discrimination for one type of memory, especially for RM, and also to retention for RM. The hippocampal involvement in auditory discrimination could be predicted by several recent studies. For example, Tamura et al. (1992) demonstrated the monkey hippocampal neuron responses to several complex sensory stimuli during the discrimination learning. Moreover, hippocampal auditory evoked responses in the rat can be modulated with attention (Jirsa et al., 1992 ) and a gating mechanism in the hippocampus to auditory stimuli has also been reported (Luntz-Leybman et al., 1992) . If the hippocampus underlies configural and/or cross-modality associations (e.g., Sutherland and Rudy, 1989) 1987) and/or olfactory (e.g., Eichenbaum et al., 1992 ) discrimination learning, but also auditory discrimination learning with retention for RM. The units with motor correlates showed that the hippocampal CA1 , CA3, and DG had more units with motor correlates only in the WM task than did the AC. Those hippocampal regions also had more units with the same motor correlates both in the WM and in the RM tasks. These results suggest that some hip-H L Figure 15 . Firing rate histograms and bar graphs from a CA3 unit showing a multiple, sensory-retention and comparison-motor, correlate only in the RM task. All parameters and symbols are as in Figure 3 .
pocampal neurons underlie motor control for only WM and other hippocampal neurons generally underlie motor control for both WM and RM. That is, the hippocampal neurons are more involved in motor control for WM than for RM, although they are also involved in motor control for RM. These functions in hippocampal regions could reconcile the working and the spatial memory hypotheses of the hippocampus in a manner similar to that suggested by Olton et al. (1989) . It was not possible to determine whether the unit activations Figure 16 . Proportions of the units with multiple correlates in the four regions. All parameters and symbols are as in Figure 6 .
were related to simple motor responses in nontask situations, because the motor response in the memory tasks was not walking or sniffing but purposive nose-poking to press the panel. The hippocampal units with the same motor correlates in both of the memory tasks might therefore reflect simple motor functions independent of memory tasks. However, hippocampal involvement not in simple but in higher and mnemonic motor functions has been shown previously (i.e., Gabriel et al., 1986; Foster et al., 1989) . It is consequently difficult to consider these hippocampal regions as simply a part of a primary motor system. The results from the units with comparison-motor correlates showed that more CA1 and CA3 units had the correlates only in the WM task than the other regions had. This suggests that the hippocampal CA1 and CA3 are uniquely involved in processes of comparing the presented stimulus and retained WM. The result also showed that there was no unique involvement of CA 1 and CA3 units in comparison processes for RM. These results are consistent with the result ofa previous study (Sakurai, 1990a ) that showed CA 1 and CA3 involvement in comparisons for WM, and are supported by several other studies (Gabriel et al., 1986; Gray and Rawlins, 1986; Eichenbaum et al., 1987; Foster et al., 1987; Otto and Eichenbaum, 1992) .
The above results indicate complex and broad functional aspects of the hippocampal neurons. For the sensory and sensoryretention functions, the hippocampal neurons are more related to RM. For the motor and comparison-motor functions, on the other hand, they are more related to WM. Therefore, the hippocampal neurons could function in WM, RM, and/or both of them in different manners according to the task situations demanded. This might explain the contradictory data of the hippocampal lesion studies, which showed impairment only in WM (e.g., Olton and Papas, 1979) only in RM (e.g., Leis et al., 1984) or in both WM and RM (e.g., Morris et al., 1986) . Detailed examination of the task demands for sensory and motor functions and of the lesioned subfields within the hippocampus and related structures in such lesion studies is therefore needed.
The conclusions drawn from two previous studies (Sakurai, 1990a,b) using almost the same WM task as in the present study are the following: A sensory stimulus is discriminated and retained by the AC, and then the hippocampal CA1 and CA3 regions compare the retained memory with the current stimulus and control the motor response. This flow of information is consistent with the conclusions from the present study using not only a WM task but also an RM task.
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,5 g IO-TONE FRBQUBNCIBS (HIa) Figure 17 . Proportions of units which showed significant activation or inhibition, compared with their spontaneous firing rates, to the tones (l-20 kHz) presented at times when there was no memory task. 0, a frequency of the tone used in the memory tasks. 
